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The summer struck where cattle dust lay strong
On fading brush} that banked a foothill turn;
Road weary steers stung by a stumbling wrong
Broke in deep scrub swift riders leaned to spurn,
But one crashed wide, and earth the shimmered blow
Rolled horse and master in time's rocky flow.
As cowmen turned . . . he stood in waste of sun,

Whose hurt was cold, and rage ·was grief of mind,
That now his mount death's huddled course must run,
Sped by a shot whose broken haste was kind~
Far as the sky the mountains rose to green
Toward which they climbed who heard the loud ravine.
.

LINES 'PO THE PAST
,I

The peak grandfather stood on touched a lake
with deep reflection; mighty rock no bird could soar,
While tepee smoke wound upward like a snake
to coil in 'wind above a forest shore.
A stroke of silence fell among the trees,
the tribe was mute, the woods were brightly still;
Time's twisting leaf that spins-in vagrant breeze,
had brushed a king with Autumn's honored will.
The new chief stood.in-solemn awe apart,
a forest sunbeam mocked the sh~dow in his face,
He knew the sorrow of an exile's heart,
who walked a last road homeward with his race.
II
Grandfather rOde the mesa in the wind,
where history's a wreath of whitened horn;
Thirst rose in cactus like a;stain, the path was blind,
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as in red chasms of the East the sun was born.
Of thorny seed·the fissure ·bush was cleft,
and spoiled of shade the broken viper ground,
A faint mirage of running water fled
the pony's h90f and canyon's crumbling bound,
Till stumbling deep ,one burst upon a stream
the cracked earth hid and fondled like a boulder-measured dream.
III •

At noon grandfather paused within a grove,
where giant redwoods limbed the hills with shade;
Dry amber breath of summer silence wove
through" ancient trees where centuries had stray~d.
The day hung deep and still, the forest breathed
. '
.
whIte cloud of pIne and balm of woodland 1loor;
Up matted slopes the rusty sun was wreathed
with cone and branch that heaped earth's rugged 'score.
-

~

A broken outcast plunged into that world,
who clutched at solid trunks but roughly feU;
, Grandfather bent to catch the curse he. hurled
at earthly chance and blood its 'bubbling well.
His humor brief and sudden as his gun,
had spurred with haste through rough camps of ~e \Vest;
Till shattered b¥ a bullet in the sun
he stumbled into shade to mend his rest.
Great evergrt:ens cast balsam on the land,
eternal as the shadow of a prayer;
But life of man ebbed low in bitter sand
'beneath tall trees that breathed the sunny air.

IV
Grandfather rode in shade of yalley oak,
and sunlight streaked beneath Sierra pine;
He breathed, the shifting haze of country smoke"
fresh air of peaks and showers in the vine;
For life was vast the earth an open range
from straw of gold to green of mountain change.
<
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On pasture slopes day trembled in the dew,
spring shudder of the racing grassy light;
Wild horses roamed the distance ridged and blue,
or plunged against the blaze of morning's height,
Like men who whirled in narrow hills to tame
dawn's rushing hoof, its neck of windy flame.
LINCOLN

FITZELL

PICASSO'S "LES DE UX AMANTS.
DANS LA RUE"
How dark wind such, death following, besi~e.
These in love's clutch midmost of the street, blinds
Greenly further, roofs by needing,espied
Of none the poor embrace, the piteous hinds.
How so red shirted she, massive 0 rough hands
Upon her, where is the sweeter lip, fat brach,
Where by nigh bush? Lingual Saint Peter stands.
Man, her man, her leman doubtless, fit match.
And seestow not yon death's-head, Guinevere?
Something seems Harlequin, seems Wagner's smirk,
Something kissing the universal lost soul.
Here urge life and death, near without fear,
And red and white on life'.s two faces lurk,
Skull lurk, she shall learn thee, tire not.old mole.
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